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Abstract – A modern, integrated research data man-
agement (RDM) enables reproducible and verifiable re-
search, the linking of interdisciplinary expertise, the shar-
ing of research for comparisonand integrationof different
analysis results and metadata studies to derive further
knowledge. An increasing adoption of FAIR principles and
requirements by funding agencies on open data has signif-
icantly benefited overall quality, reuse, and sharing of re-
search results. For scientists, a proper data management
is a crucial element to prove their findings andmake them
reproducible. As a consequence, RDM had to become an
integral part of the science support infrastructure in to-
days research institutions in the past decade. Scientist of
various disciplines should be supported over the complete
data lifecycle starting from holistic planning of future
projects to RDM related services provided: As RDM is a
multidimensional endeavor requiring various skills, tasks
ranging from community specific to community needs are
optimally handed to the best qualified provider. The pre-
sented concepts and considerations are work in progress
while establishing an organizational frameworks for a re-
search university. Completely reproducible data publica-
tions including the relevant data-sets’ context are the ulti-
mate goal. These require appropriate service components
like EaaSI. The university strives to profit from the over-
laps in RDManddigital preservation and to define the han-
dover of tasks from the first to the latter.
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I. Introduction
Research data management has received a growingamount of attention as many scientific disciplines are in-creasingly data-driven [1]. Universities as public bodiesare expected to adhere to the FAIR principles [2]. Thesestate that data should be made available in a findableand accessible manner, i.e. in open and public repos-itories, and be interoperable and reusable, i.e. pub-lished in non-proprietary formats, sufficiently annotatedand reproducible. Compared to the establishment oftraditional services like university libraries and archivesdigital RDM is a fairly novel development still waitingto get fully embraced by all stakeholders. It fostersthe linking of interdisciplinary expertise and the combi-nation of different analytical results. Crossing domainboundaries achieved through comparative and integra-tive analyses provides additional insight in the examina-tion of research questions that goes far beyond individ-ual fields. Successful collaborative work and leveragingdata of differentmodalities—frommany sources and ex-periments, and pre-processed or pre-analyzed using avariety of algorithms—requires contextualization of thedata according to the respective research objective.
The challenge of how to preserve computations andIT based workflows became increasingly well under-stood in the past decade [3]. Those issues are alreadyaddressed by preservation strategies for more than 20years [4]. They are used by memory organizations deal-ing with software artifacts as cultural heritage. How-
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ever, the adoption of those preservation aware proce-dures did not reach all scientific domains. They arenot broadly implemented while preparing concrete re-search projects or planning continuous access and re-use concepts. The crystallization of those considera-tions how to preserve the value of research data or scien-tific workflows are not sufficiently embedded into the in-stitutional strategy and policy documents. Especially thelinks to already existing services or conceptualized datamanagement frameworks beyond abstract statementsare seldom seen in application forms for external fund-ing or self-binding codes of conduct (CoC).
II. Problem statement

A typical research university hosts a wide area ofdiverse disciplines with varying scientific cultures. Thetypes and amount of data handled differs significantly.Fast pacing scientific fields which embraced researchdatamanagementmethodologies and best practices fora while coexist with domains which still need base levelnudging to FAIR data handling. Thus, there is a huge dis-crepancy between the actual state of abstract conceptson continuous access and reproduction of RDM versusthe actual uptake in scientific institutions. This is notonly due to different levels of digitization of researchworkflows but also to the actual implementation of in-stitutional policies regarding good scientific practice inthe digital age. Especially junior scientists do not neces-sarily receive the support and qualification by their su-pervisors and the institution’s training programs. Nev-ertheless, there is an increasing pressure towards openand reproducible research by both grant providers andinternational scientific practice an university needs toadapt to. It is to be expected that the success of indi-vidual researchers and institutions is not only derivedfrom the amount of traditional publications producedin high ranking journals but that it stems from researchdata made open for re-use and reproduction as well.
Many institutional strategies put the emphasis onthe ”now”, but neglect long term access and re-use ofdata and workflows. Existing long term preservationand RDM solutions are often unknown, not consideredor not affordable to some research groups. The costmodels for RDM and required services are inconsistentacross disciplines and institutions, and can form bar-riers for consistent lifecycle management of digital re-search. [5]
Reproducibility or scientific findings still has a way togo, and thus requires not only access to the data itself,but also to its context. The latter may need includingtechnical metadata to replicate the actual data collec-tion, measurements or computation with the softwareand instrumentation used aswell as the the broader con-text in the sense of scientific field customs. [6]

Figure 1: The organizational structure and task distribu-tionwithin the ResearchDataManagement Group at theUniversity of Freiburg

III. Developing a strategy for the University ofFreiburg
The FAIR Data and Linked Open Data principles pro-vide crucial guidelines for any infrastructure receiving,processing and publishing research data. While variousinitiatives like the Research Data Alliance (RDA1) havemade suggestions on best practices and processes to-wards fulfilling these principles, it is nevertheless alwaysup to the individual institution’s initiative to adhere tothem. Thus, the University of Freiburg represents a typi-cal example of the two velocities in RDM, maintaining aleading role in research regarding continuous access todigital assets and its contexts but pretty much neglect-ing the ongoing relevant developments in that domainin practice.
The actual workload of the Research Data Manage-ment Group (RDMG)2 reveals that the initiation of auniversity-wide policy-based system of CoC tailored tothe needs of scientific fields is at the beginning, the con-crete demand for consulting is mainly driven by scien-tists applying for funding tracks of organizations askingfor those codes. Similar requests arise at the end offunded research projects. The requirements of thoseprojects include increasingly the obligation to store re-search data, which finds scientists regularly surprised.

A. Status-quo

The university as a research institution started com-parably late into a structured approach towards RDM.Practitioners in the university library, the Freiburg Re-search Services and at the computer center inauguratedthe RDMG bottom-up by forming a virtual organizationout of existing science support personnel just threeyears ago (Fig. 1). The aggregated amount of efforts in
1See https://rd-alliance.org/rda-disciplines2See https://rdmg.uni-freiburg.de
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this field equals to just sligthly more than one FTE, com-parably small for a self proclaimed research university of330 professorships andover 4000 employees. Neverthe-less, the formal structure is really beneficial regardingbetter synchronization of activities and improved coordi-nation. Oneof the first tasks completedwas theprepara-tion of an university-wide policy statement obligating re-searchers to follow the guidelines for safeguarding goodresearch practice of the German Research Council [7].The group furthered strategy documents and translatedthem into a structured process. A year ago a new posi-tion got established in the RDMG to foster outreach andpermeation into the faculties.
B. Mapping on planning frameworks

The cornerstone of the strategy documents is tocover the complete data lifecycle with an emphasis onholistic planning during grant applications. Many prob-lems regarding good scientific practice, reproduction ofresults and re-use of data, can be avoided through astructured and proactive approach regarding filetypes,agreements and licenses on data obtained or producedand the proper choice of tools and workflows. This im-plies a joint support of researchers especially in the plan-ning phase. This supports the adherence to the expec-tations set by funding bodies regarding openness andre-usability of project results.
IV. Creating the basic institutional framework
The three founding departments of the RDMG al-ready cover a significant part of the data life cycle re-quirements (Fig. 4), but need to complement these ac-tivities with concrete recommendation guidelines on thegovernance and the licensing of research data. Whilethere is long-established support by the university li-brary for researchers in the area of literature supply andsearch as well as electronic publishing (for ”small” re-search data sets) and metadata curation on the library’sown developed institutional repository, a shift in focus isemerging in the coming years from recommendationson appropriate literature and journals to relevant sci-ence portals and data repositories of the respective dis-cipline.
In addition to distributed and collaborative researchenvironments and repositories a researcher must beuniquely identified and her/his scientific output must becorrectly linked. The University of Freiburg became amember of ORCID and obliged researchers to use thisID. Consistent links between authors and contributorsand their research data enable proper aggregation andsharing of (meta)data between platforms via standard-ized protocols, e.g. OAI-PMH. In addition, access can bebetter regulated, visibility of scientific output increasedand re-use simplified.

Figure 2: Between providing local support and regionaland (inter-)national cooperation in RDM infrastructuresand services.

V. Embedding the institutional strategy into a widercontext
Covering all aspects of RDM is too big for a singleinstitution and its entities. Thus the RDMG collaborateswith other universities and research institutionswith thestatewide RDM working group (Fig. 3). It participatesin the statewide Science Data Center initiative (throughBioDATEN3) to dive deeper into the requirements fora scoped discipline and learn for the wider application.The university embraces the initiative for the NationalResearch Data Infrastructure (NFDI) and leads consor-tia on fundamental plant research (DataPLANT4) andmi-crosystems technology (Mat-Werk5). (Fig. 2)

A. Common working fields

As consortia leads, DataPLANT and Mat-Werk haveto deal with cross-cutting topics defined by NFDI. [8]The consortia are obligated to scrutinize their portfo-lios in order to find common working fields with otherconsortia. The technical and organizational base forsmooth collaboration will be an important argument forscientist to join certain universities. So the universitiesshould embrace thosedevelopments andposition them-self as home institution for flexible research coopera-tions. The advantage for the universities might be thatthey can clean their in-house service portfolio in combi-nation with intelligent service sharing.
B. Infrastructural solutions

To allow for cross-disciplinary access and reuse ofresearch data, a certain level of standardization and co-ordination is required for several metadata and dataproperties. Several scientific communities share theview of a Research Data Commons as an overarching vir-tual expandable infrastructure to leverage user involve-ment and collaborative data-driven research. This in-cludes for example joint cloud services like the de.NBIand bwCloud, access to high performance computingand collaborative workspaces, and a common authenti-
3See https://biodaten.info4See https://nfdi4plants.de5See https://nfdi-matwerk.de
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Figure 3: Personnel and infrastructural support the Uni-versity of Freiburg is actively involved in on different lay-ers.

cation and authorization infrastructure. The ResearchData Council calls for a common strategy for interact-ing with the existing large-scale compute and data in-frastructures in Germany and the need for harmoniza-tion among these centers. The University of Freiburgcomputer center and the university library bring in sig-nificant contributions regarding technical infrastructureand operation concepts and expertise. The infrastruc-ture is partially shared with other universities and scien-tific communities in computing and run in a federatedoperational model. The scalability is an inherent featureof the operation model expressed through a collabora-tive infrastructure. (Fig. 3)
The storage system bwSFS (storage for science) [9]is a federated storage offering a technical base. It isadded by higher service layers for archiving, publish-ing, and versioning. Complementary to the already es-tablished institutional repository FreiDok+6 InvenioRDMwill be used for archiving and publishing.
VI. Preservation of the research context

In pretty much every domain, preserving just thedata objects risks losing access to the research context,and thus, eventually the ability for data interpretationand data reuse. Hence, data, data-processing softwareand sometimes even base-level technology stacks needto be considered in a joint context [6]. General con-siderations for long-term (ten years and more) reuse,validation and reproduction of research outputs is stillin its infancy. The University of Freiburg brings in astrong team working on sustainable long-term accessfor over 15 years [6]. Concepts and practice of softwarecitation have been developed with national and interna-tional consortia, as well as guidelines and infrastructureto manage and preserve software dependencies whichshould be made available to a wide range of researchand memory institutions. Still, with technical progress
6See https://freidok.uni-freiburg.de

and especially the advance of virtualization, container,cloud and related technologies, research environmentsbecame interconnected and interactive, and researchdata and software intertwined, such that ensuringmean-ingful access to data and reuse requires constant atten-tion and development [10]. In order to ensure FAIR dataprinciples, especially long-term re-usability of a wide va-riety of research outputs, novel methods are requiredfor all scientific domains, and to be integrated in re-search data management strategies.
VII. Holistic preservation planning and continuousaccess

Preservation of research data, including the ability ofre-using, reproducing or replicating of software-basedmethodology, is not yet fully embedded into typical re-search data management strategies. Both domains andespecially their communities of practice overlap signifi-cantly, but do not speak a coherent language or pursuea single strategy. For the scientific community, in partic-ular for active research projects, simplified access, inte-gration into contemporary infrastructure, and usabilityare themain focus. Long-term access and specifically re-use, are usually not a major concern yet. By integratinginfrastructure addressing long-term access and repro-ducible research within current workflows, the RDMG isworking towards the concept of continuous access, withthe goal that any RDM step is connected with a preser-vation strategy in an automated way, e.g., a successfulcommit of code or a successful run of a workflow, willtrigger a pipeline of events, such that code dependen-cies are collected and maintained [10], [11], containersare preserved [12] or the workflow can be re-run, albeitwithout the high performance of dedicated compute fa-cilities, from dedicated long-term infrastructure such asEaaSI.
A. Joint creation of data management plans

A holistic planning phase documented a data man-agement plan (DMP) is a prerequisite of a successfulgrant application and project kick-off (Fig. 4). Togetherwith the individual researchers, the RDMG developsplans fitting their project requirements along the guide-lines of the funding organization. The DMP of the pro-posed project estimates the required funds and com-pute resources as well as the amount for data to bestored and published in the long run. Reproducibility inthis domain includes the tracking of tools and their ver-sion and the piping sequence if more tools were used.Research cannot be planned ahead in every details, butthe environment used for trying and erring can be pre-pared to keep the steps traceable. Such an environmentis at the same time a good base for later publicationor archiving. It focuses on open standards and toolsto guarantee continuous accessibility and sustainability.The re-usability is not only a technical issue. Inconve-nient licenses may prevent a hassle-free use in new re-search projects. But not every computation or workflowis possible with open-source tools, so that mitigation
iPRES 2021 - 17th International Conference on Digital PreservationOctober 19-22, 2021, Beijing, China 4



measures for those cases should be applied.
B. Legal aspects

Legal aspects such as licensing of data and software,intellectual property rights, data protection, and privacyare of significant importance for scientists. Researchdata often stems from international collaborations or isshared with international colleagues. A specific concernwith regard to the development of an university and fac-ulty policies is to clarify parameters for the commercialuse of data. There is a general need by the research com-munity in legal support. Here, the university still hasto close a gap in appropriate staffing. Such an expertshould both coordinate with other research institutionon common questions. Sensitive and especially person-related data to be used for research adds particular chal-lenges, both on the ethical and the legal side. Whilenot all scientific communities might encounter GDPR-related concerns, ownership and responsibility play arole.
VIII. Sustainable financing

Concepts for fair distribution of (financial) responsi-bilities between faculties and central administration isneeded and a long-term perspective of financial sustain-ability of RDM services and infrastructures on and offsite should be developed. Several options exist to pro-vide base line funding and cover dynamic requirements:
• Restructure the existing service landscape of repos-itories, storage and compute resources at the uni-versity library and the computer center to accom-modate required RDM components as well.
• Let the benefiting entities like the faculties con-tribute a fair share by e.g. paying the fees for ex-ternal repositories researchers store data at andproviding personnel for the necessary coordinationtasks.
• Acquire additional funds for the core research por-tion of RDM from science supporting agencies.
The latter can be achieved in part through the de-sign of future grants for research. As funding agen-cies ask for compliance in RDM, they should providethe necessary means through dedicated funding. Thiscould be embedded into the application process and theco-development of data management plans of both re-searchers and RDM support. Consultation with the ownscientific community e.g. through theNFDI could ensurethat new projects work according to current workflows,with modern tools and jointly established standards re-garding long term access to data sets. To be able torespond flexibly in this regard, a sufficient amount ofstaff should be allocated to support these communitiesthrough e.g. data stewards [13].
A conceivable approach for the future would be thatnewly submitted research proposals should apply for

funds for support services in personnel or infrastruc-tural form, which, if approved, flow directly to the RDMinfrastructure and services. This allows in particular todeal well with smaller projects and fractions of positionsfor data management. It also ensures the sustainabil-ity and continuity of the experts employed by the RDMteam. Recruitment and training of suitable personneland follow-up employment after the end of the projectare often unsolved challenges in the science domain.Participation of the researchers and involvement of thescientific communities in the design of such processesshould be ensured via the governance structures withinthe university.
A. Risk-based approach to funding

Similar discussions within funding organizations areknown and partly reflected in guidelines of some of thefunding lines. Nevertheless, the actual granting is lag-ging behind on both sides, on the side of funding agen-cies as well as on the side of applying researchers. Partof this overarching problem is the assessment phase.The reviewers show also different velocities in recogniz-ing the shift of IT servicing in scientific workflows. Someof them see the IT needs covered by acquiring hard-ware rather than using cloud infrastructure. These un-certainties may lead to conservative applications relyingon well introduced, but more and more outdated plan-ning schemes endangering the long-term preservationand re-use of research data.
IX. Outlook

Modern research datamanagement is characterizedby collaboration within the field and spanning cross-domain boundaries (Fig. 2). While the data organization,digital workflows and metadata standards are set bythe different scientific communities, RDM teams need toprovide guidance and a solid set of research data man-agement related tools and services. By this means theincreasingly blooming landscape of research data man-agement (RDM) services and infrastructures help to facil-itate the acquisition, processing, exchange, archival andapplication of research data sets. These developmentspave the way to a cultural change towards adding fur-ther contributions to the researchers’ scholarly records.Data and workflow publication is still a quite novel con-cept, but of increasing relevance. This adds to the institu-tion’s hightened visibility in the (international) scientificlandscape and researchers benefit from better services,faster access to new findings.
To solidify these developments they need to be sup-plemented with holistic planning and means for long-term reproducibility. Data stewards in a hinge rolebetween domain specific expertise and experience inthose new concepts and services can foster these devel-opments through guidance and training of the researchgroups. It changes the role of university libraries focus-ing broader on data publication and the necessary ser-vices on long-term access. From this, library profession-
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Figure 4: Project planning is the crucial starting point for a holistic RDM strategy. The RDMG provides support andguidance over the complete data lifecycle after successful project funding.

als should adjust their role become consultants of re-searchers how to manage reserach data. All this is anongoing process where all stakeholders should be com-mitted to policies as a common ground.
A shift to organizing IT as a landscape of servicesmakes it easier to assign needs to resources. Termedproject could be easier accomplished in time, if staffingfrom a drained job market were replaced by sharingmodels. Resource sharing in a service landscape wouldallow an efficient support of a larger number of groups.One pre-condition for such a shift is a governance struc-ture with clear responsibilities in conjunction with a flex-ible cost management. Supporting providers, i.e. com-puter centers or libraries, should embrace the new flex-ibility of cloud services.
RDMG sees this as its obligation to raise awarenessto look beyond the scope of single research endeavors.This includes trainings, consulting, and connecting tobase services covering their needs. Within this process,questions regarding data protection and security in thesense of availability can be addressed.
A peculiarity at Freiburg university is the tight linkbetween practical support and cutting edge research inlong-term access. A major step in this regard is to main-tain access to suitable technical ecosystems e.g. throughemulation frameworks like EaaSI which form a baselineinfrastructure that could be shared among a wide rangeof research institutions. EaaSI is one answer for thoseproducing code as part of their research or using spe-cial software environments. However, the long-termestablishment of EaaSI is not solved, yet. It is part ofthe provider’s strategic operations to moderate the re-calibration of services.
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